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Mr . George De Mohrenschildt
6628 Dickens Avenue
Dallas 9, Texas, U.S .A .
Yy dear De Mohrenschildtl
It was a pleasure to receive your letter of July 23rd instant, and I
am glad to hear that your distinguished wife joins in extending her
appreciation for the friendly gesture and on the occasion the privilege
is mine to present her may respectful hommages .
I am also anxious to see you and presume that our cooperation as planned
shal). be of mutual interest to all concerned.
In feot, as you know, I reweived several offers of similar nature but
I chose you and Texas so I am convinced that the goal desired will be
attained .
Moreover, the great effort expended by our
in te.kinC steps with my bank and self, has
judging by what has been achieved in Porto
you and Texas, such a job does not surpass

friend in common, Mr . Tardieu
created every hopes ; and
Rico, I am persuaded that with
our capacities .

Thanks to new ideas and hard work positive results can be obtained .
Shortly Mr . Tardieu will be able to present you the different projects
which he scrupulously negotiated with me and our Board of Directors in
particular .
According to the mutual understandin5 entered into depends the economic
position we would want to entertain in the country.
In rood faith and in closing the present, I wish to say to you and your
distinguished wife, "Un gros bonjour dlfiti".
Sincerely,
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